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March 2016 
Theme: Draw Close, Stay Close 
Week 3:  Prayer – Praying with one-another (Our Father…forgive me and as I forgive others)  
 
1. In what circumstances do you pray together with others and for what purposes? When you 

do, what do you see as the benefits of this corporate conversation with God (and the others) 
as opposed to when you pray alone with Him?  

 
 
 
 
 
2. What “clues” are there in the Lord’s Prayer (Matthew 6:9-13) that suggest Jesus intended for 

us to pray corporately on occasion? Why do you suppose Jesus structured this prayer as He 
did considering His previous encouragement (see Matthew 6:6) to pray in your room with 
the door shut?  

 
 

 
 

 
3. Read Matthew 18:18-20. What is it that Jesus says we can accomplish when we pray? Why 

do you suppose Jesus speaks of two or more agreeing on a request to make of the Father – 
how does this relate to praying together as believers and partners with Him in His work? 

 
 
 
 

 
4. Read Acts 4:1-22. What is happening in this scene? Read Acts 4:23-31. Why is the natural 

response to what just happened a corporate prayer? How does the Word and the action of 
the Holy Spirit enter into the response of the believers? What is the lesson we are to learn? 
 
 
 
 

 
5. In Matthew 21, Jesus enters Jerusalem in a triumphant manner, even though He has arrived 

to complete His ministry which leads to His death on a cross (and He knows this). As you 
read vs1-9, how do the people react to seeing the one who they believe is the Messiah? 
Does this resemble corporate prayer? Why? What is the lesson for us in this short passage? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Practice of the week: Share your insights as a result of doing the practice of the week from 
Jeff’s sermon notes. 
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Additional Considerations: 
 
x The prayer Jesus taught us, recorded in Matthew 6, is structured as a prayer that includes 

others. Note the use of our, us, and we. In addition, it contains mention of concepts that are 
to be shared among His people: recognition of a common Father and who He is, hope in a 
kingdom to come in which we will all be citizens, alignment to the Father’s will, a basic need 
for food as well as forgiveness, and recognition of a common enemy with the need for help 
to endure attacks. 

x In the Matthew 18 passage, the context (starting at v1) is about which disciple is greater 
than another, and then (at v15) about disagreements and sinning against one another. 
Jesus describes an escalation path to resolve the disagreement that ultimately ends with the 
church being told to consider the one in the wrong as a Gentile and a tax collector. This 
decision to consider one who was counted as a member to now be considered an outsider 
is a judgment made by the church and accepted in heaven, which is what Jesus goes on to 
say in v18. Therefore, big decisions made by us can have heavenly repercussions – but – 
Jesus asks that we do that in a corporate process and that we reach the decision through a 
prayerful process.  

x So much of the Pentecost story (beginning in Acts 2) is about power released from above 
into this small group of followers. Read through this account in Acts 2-Acts 4. How does the 
work of the Spirit and the act of believers praying together come into play in the release of 
the new church to do the will of the Father? 

x Consider the energy released in watching an exciting event: sports, a concert, a riveting play 
or movie. What is the energy level when you watch alone? Now consider that energy level 
when you are with friends, or with groups of friends with friends, or even a coliseum filled 
with all sorts of engaged fans/followers. Does the energy level grow proportional to the 
numbers associated with the subject upon which you are focused?  Now, take this into the 
Spiritual realm…imagine the Holy Spirit connecting a group of believers and working in their 
midst (because they are gather in His name and for His purpose). What can we say now of 
the energy in the room? Is there any question about whether Jesus wants His people to 
gather and pray together? Think of this the next you are at Hillside and we are led in reciting 
together the Lord’s Prayer: Our Father, who art in Heaven, hallowed be thy name…. Think 
energy. Where does this come from? Who is providing/harnessing this energy? For what 
purpose is it there – in you, and the one to your left, and the one to your right…? What does 
that energy enable us to do? 

 
Quote of the week: – “For where two or three are gathered in my name, there am I among 
them.” Jesus, Matthew 18:20 


